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Ganesh Chathruthi
SSFGC observed the Ganesha Festival on 6th september 2019.
On this ospicius day, we had the previlige of having our AO madam
in our cmpus. Celebration began with a group song by the 2nd and 3rd
year B.Com students followed by a devotional song sung by Assitant
profressor Yashaswini and at the end AO madam sung a song on
Ganesha.
Legend says that one day when the goddess Parvati was Ever
since, the elephant-headed god is invoked at the start of every
religious ceremony and to bring good luck to any new project or venture. Want to be disturbed she
asked Nandi, Shiva's divine bull, to guard the door and let no one in. Nandi stood faithfully at his
post but when his master Shiva came home he naturally let him in. Parvati was angry but then she
thought, "No one is as faithful to me as Nandi is to Shiva". So she took some of the sandalwood
paste she used to wash with and fashioned Ganesha, breathing life into him and acknowledging him
as her son.
Next time she took a bath she posted Ganesha at the door. When Shiva came home he found
this stranger at the door forbidding him entry. Furious, Shiva ordered his army to kill the boy but
none could do so; Ganesha, being the son of a goddess, had superior powers. Shiva was surprised.
Seeing that this was no ordinary boy, the usually peaceful Shiva decided to fight him and in his
divine fury he cut off the young boy's head, killing him instantly.
When Parvati learned of this she was so angry she decided to destroy the whole world.
Brahma, the creator of the world, begged her to reconsider. She agreed on condition that Ganesha be
brought back to life and that he should always be worshipped before the other gods.
Shiva, realizing his mistake, agreed to Parvati's conditions. He sent Brahma out with the
order to bring back the head of the first creature he met with its face turned to the north. Brahma was
soon back – with the head of a great strong elephant, which Shiva placed on the boy's body. He
breathed new life into him and acknowledged him as his own son. He decreed that Ganesh would
always be in the top rank of gods and be the leader of all Shiva's troops, the Ganas – which is why
Ganesh is sometimes called Ganapati.
Shiva also declared that anyone who invoked the name of Ganesha before starting a new
undertaking would be successful in it.
Direcot of SSFGC, all the staff members, non teaching staff and students were the part of
pooja. Prasadha was distributed to all at the end of the event. On the same day, at 4.30 pm, ganapati
visarjana.
The Event was also done by Ms Priyanka M N f commerce department and was successful.
Report:
Subramanya K R
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The theme for the Yuva Sambara “Mahila Sabalikarana”. Total 28 students are participating for
Yuva sambrama. Ms Anitha is the coordinator for the dance. Students are practicing for Yuva
Sambrama.

REPORT ON FACULTY KNOWLEDGE SHARING PROGRAM
TRANSFORMING OUR ECO SYSTEM: ENGAGING, TEACHING, ASSESSMENT
ENABLED
I was a part of the faculty development program was organized by
the ICFAI Business School. Session started on 12th September, 2019
at 10:00 am. There were external participants from different colleges
and institutes. At the beginning all the participants were divided into
teams and each team was given with different topics. We had to
prepare a presentation on the topic given to us. Our topic was –
develop an effective teaching plan for 21st century millennium.
Our team prepared the presentation and I presented it.
Explanation on the topic by me
Name and theme of our team was Feel Employable. I explained what are the different expectations
that the industry would have while hiring the employees. We highlighted the need and importance of
including practical aspects in our teaching. 3 things we highlighted were:
1. The course curriculum to include practical classes, preferably outside college premises
2. Influencing the students to explore more in terms of practical things happening around us
3. Making the students understand their potential.
I said that students should start observing the things around us in a different way. Till date the
kitchen was just a kitchen but from tomorrow it should be the shop floor where the actual production
takes place. Mother is the best logistics and supply chain manager. Father is our Finance Manager.
The next team’s presentation was on the topic – usage of technology in effective teaching. They
highlighted the use of modern technology, devices and methods in improving the teaching
efficiency. The points highlighted by them were:
 Global Collaborations
 Creating knowledge base for knowledge sharing
 Online teaching
 Case study approach
 Industry – institution interface with the help of technology
 Apps for students-college interaction
 Communication development using interactive software
To be continued…
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NAAC Awareness Program
On 13th September 2019, I thank the College and the
Management for selecting me as IQAC coordinator. Following
is a brief report on NAAC Awareness program held at NAAC
Office Bengaluru. NAAC on its 25th year of establishment had
organised one day NAP (NAAC Awareness Program) for
affiliated higher education Institutions of University of
Mysore and Karnataka University at NAAC office Bangalore.
The programme started at 10:00 a.m. Shri Prahlad Joshi, Minister of Parliamentary Affairs,
Ministry of Coal and Mines, Government of India, was the Chief Guest. Professor SK Sharma,
Director NAAC, gave the welcome address and felicitated the chief guest and Prof Hemant Kumar,
VC University of Mysore.
Dr S K Shyamasundar gave an introduction of NAAC and briefly shared the achievements of
it. He spoke on the revised NAAC process. He said that it is one of the milestones in the history of
NAAC. NAAC is going for online accreditation when the whole world is going online.
There is a reduction in the number of questions and in the number of days of visit by the Peer
Team in the revised NAAC Framework. He said that the Students’ Satisfactory Survey is being
conducted in a structured way only in India and it is considered for accrediting a Higher Education
Institution. Karnataka state stands second in India next to Maharashtra in the number of Higher
Education Institutions gone for NAAC assessment and accreditation.
NAAC has International credibility in more than 140 Nations. NAAC accreditation would
help the higher education institution in raising its educational standards and therefore improving
quality of human resource. He requested and suggested all higher education institutions to participate
actively in assessment and accreditation process.
To be continued…

Hands on session on soldering practice
On 14th September 2019, Mr Raghavendra Y M Ass. Professor Dept of ECE, GSSIETW and Mr
B.S.Prashanth Foreman, Dept of ECE , GSSIETW were the resource person for this workshop.
Raghavendra explained the theory part of the Digital Electronics. He explained, why we call the IC
number and why it has 14 pins and so on and also explained how to prepare the lab or practical
exam. Mr Prashanth explained how to solder patch chords and if patch cords is not proper then what
action need to be taken, how to know the patch chords is in working or not. 2 members individually
solder the patch chords.

Ganesha Ch
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Ganesha Chathurthi photo album

Doing pooja

AO singing a song

Doing arati to ganapati

Doing arati to ganapati

Akshate and flower putting
to ganapati pada

students doing praying ganapti

Visitors to the college

Director Dr. Prabhakar distributing
Yashas to Mr. Basappa

Mr Khotari speaking with
Dr. Prbhakar

Mr Mallikarjun met Director

The meaning of Swaraj – M.K.Gandhi
My Swaraj is to keep intact the genius of our civilization. I want to write many new things but
they must all be written on the Indian state. I would gladly borrow from the West when I can
amount with decent interest.
Young India, 26-6-‘24

Photo Corner
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